
 INTERIOR CONSTRUCTION

Powerful suction, quiet and mobile:  
The new FEIN Turbo I and Turbo II.
Two compact vacuum cleaners with exceptionally high vacuum performance.



  

Take it everywhere – and have everything with you.

Lightweight, robust, incredibly powerful and versatile – the new FEIN Turbo 
vacuum cleaners set standards in the compact class. Thanks to their compact 
size, they ensure effective dust extraction from power tools and clean 
workplaces, in the shop and on-site.

The sophisticated professional vacuums with convenient storage area 
and practical accessory storage.

Technical data
Model Turbo I Turbo II Turbo II HEPA

HEPA filtration – – 

Weight according to EPTA 17.9 lbs (8.1 kg) 20.0 lbs (9.1 kg) 20.0 lbs (9.1 kg)

Motor power 1100 W 1100 W 1100 W

Air volume (at blower) 151 cfm (71 l/s) 151 cfm (71 l/s) 151 cfm (71 l/s)

Static water lift (vacuum) 98.4" (245 mbar) 98.4" (245 mbar) 98.4" (245 mbar)

Container volume 5.8 gal (22 l) 8.4 gal (32 l) 8.4 gal (32 l)

Sound pressure level 66 dB (A) 66 dB (A) 66 dB (A)

Price includes: 13 ft (4 m) hose with 1-3/8in (35 mm) 
dia., tool coupling with suction power 
control, cellulose filter, 5.8 gal (22 l) 
fleece filter bag

13 ft (4 m) hose with 1-3/8in (35 mm) 
dia., tool coupling with suction power 
control, cellulose filter, 8.4 gal (32 l) 
fleece filter bag

13ft (4 m) hose with 1-3/8in  
(35 mm) dia., tool coupling with 
suction power control, HEPA filter,  
8.4 gal (32 l) fleece filter bag

Order number 9 20 27 236 09 0 9 20 28 236 09 0 9 20 28 236 99 0

Accessory holder

Autostart outlet with  
power-on delay to prevent 

current spikes

13 ft (4 M) suction hose 
provides large operating radius

Large wheels rotate 360° for 
optimal maneuverability, even in 
tight conditions

Easily-cleaned flat pleated filter 
with protective filter cartridge 

High performance turbine for  
151 cfm (71 l/s) flow rate 

and 98.4" of water lift (245 
mbar vacuum)

Cord and hose hooks

Practical storage area  
with rim

Tool coupling with suction 
control for easy control of 

suction power



FEIN MulTiMasTer Top exTra FMM 350 Q  
The high performance, universal system for 
interior construction and renovation, fully 
equipped for unrivaled versatility, includes Turbo I 
vacuum cleaner.  
More information at www.fein.de/MultiMaster

Order number 72 294 26 3

Turbo I / Turbo I set
The high performance vacuum cleaner with 
5.8 gal (22 l) container volume and complete 
accessory set for versatile use.

Order number Turbo I 9 20 27 236 09 0

Order number Turbo I set 9 20 27 060 09 0

Turbo II / Turbo II set
Lots of power, large container volume and 
complete accessory set for versatile use.

Order number Turbo II 9 20 28 236 09 0

Order number Turbo II set 9 20 28 060 09 0

Turbo ii HEPA / Turbo II HEPA set 
The big vacuum cleaner with the complete 
accessory set for versatile use and HEPA filter for 
the finest dusts.

Order number HEPA 9 20 28 236 99 0

Order number HEPA set 9 20 28 060 99 0

Accessory set
The ideal equipment for many applications.

 ꨈ 2 suction tubes
 ꨈ Combination nozzle
 ꨈ Crevice nozzle
 ꨈ Dusting brush
 ꨈ Elbow

Order number 3 13 45 071 02 0

Perfect combination: Vacuum cleaner and accessory sets.

FEIN vacuum cleaner with Original MulTiMasTer

FEIN vacuum cleaners with accessory sets

Accessory set for FEIN vacuum cleaner



Always maximum performance: Turbo system accessories. 
Elbow
with clip system, fits 1-⅛ in (27 mm) 
dia. and 1-⅜ in (35 mm) dia. suction 
hose

Order number 3 13 45 070 01 0

Dusting brush
rotating, with natural Turbo bristles, 
bristle edging 2-¾ in (70 x 45 mm)

Order number 3 13 45 076 01 0

Repair kit
Power tool end, fits 1-⅜ in (35 mm) dia. 
suction hose

Order number 3 13 45 069 01 0

HEPA flat pleated filter
Special filter

Order number 3 13 45 060 01 0

Suction tube
2-piece, chrome-plated metal

Order number 3 13 45 071 01 0

Vacuum brush
Natural Turbo bristles, bristle edging 
5 x 1-¾ in (120 x 45 mm)

Order number 3 13 45 077 01 0

Tool coupling with suction control 
and clip-system 

Order number 3 13 45 078 01 0

Fleece filter bag for Turbo I  
holds 2–3 × more dust than paper filter 
bags, high tear resistance

Order number 3 13 45 061 01 0

Combination nozzle
for wet and dry work with 
interchangeable rubber blades and 
brush strips, 11.8 in (300 mm)

Order number 3 13 45 073 01 0

Upholstery nozzle
with brush strips, 5 in (128 mm)

Order number 3 13 45 075 01 0

Step adapter
4 steps, to adapt to the required 
diameter with clip system

Order number 3 13 45 079 01 0

Fleece filter bag for Turbo II holds 
2–3 × more dust than paper filter bags, 
high tear resistance

Order number 3 13 45 062 01 0

Floor nozzle
convertible, with stainless steel sliding 
surface and bristles on all sides

Order number 3 13 45 072 01 0

Cellulose flat pleated filter 
nano-coated, preferably use with dry 
dust, dust class M certified

Order number 3 13 45 012 01 0

Permanent filter
replaces fleece filter bag

Order number 3 13 45 064 01 0

Flat pleated filter PES
nano-coated, for wet and dry use, dust 
class M

Order number 3 13 45 059 01 0

Suction hose

1-¹/₁₆ in (27 mm) dia., length 13 ft (4 m)

Order number 3 13 45 065 01 0

1-⅜ in (35 mm) dia., length 8 ft (2.5 m)

Order number 3 13 45 066 01 0

Extension hose

1-¹/₁₆ in (27 mm) dia., length 13 ft (4 m)

Order number 3 13 45 067 01 0

1-⅜ in (35 mm) dia., length 8 ft (2.5 m)

Order number 3 13 45 068 01 0

Crevice nozzle
for corners and grooves, 9.8 in 
(250  mm)

Order number 3 13 45 074 01 0
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➊ Wet and dry vacuum cleaner 
The protective filter cartridge makes a 
filter change unnecessary when wet 
vacuuming.

➋ Clean, low-dust work
With its 13 ft (4 M) hose and excellent 
suction power, the FEIN vacuum cleaner is 
always at hand to quickly ensure tidiness. 

➌ Convenient suction control 
The suction at the power tool is easily 
adjusted with the suction control on the tool 
coupling, which is especially helpful when 
sanding.

➍ Perfect for shop and site
Thanks to their excellent maneuverability 
and compact design, there is space for 
FEIN vacuum cleaners even in the tightest 
conditions.
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FEIN. Enduring power tools.

4 014586 373614

DE: C. & E. Fein GmbH, Tel. 07173 183-0, www.fein.com
US: FEIN Power Tools Inc., Phone 1-412-922-8886, Toll Free: 1-800-441-9878, www.feinus.com
CA:  FEIN Canada, Phone 905 890-1390, Toll Free: 1-800-265-2581, Toll Free (Français): 1-800-789-8181,  

www.fein.ca

Still have question? Your specialty dealer will be happy to help:

FEIN is the specialist when extremely reliable, professional power 
tools and special applications solutions are called for. As the 
inventor of the electric hand drill, FEIN has developed innovative 
and unbeatably efficient, professionally oriented solutions for over 
140 years. In industrial and trade use, they prove themselves under 
the toughest continuous use. 

You can find complete information about vacuum cleaners and 
accessories at www.fein.com or your specialty dealer.

Quick registration – extended warranty:
The 3 year FEIN PLUS guarantee. 
We offer the FEIN PLUS 3-year guarantee on all  
FEIN power tools. You simply need to register your 
new FEIN power tool within 6 weeks of purchase at  
www.fein.com/warranty.

YEAR
FEIN Plus
GuARANTEE3


